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DAMA refers to a situation in which a patient decides to 
leave the hospital against the recommendation of the treating 
physician1. The patient may not be medically fit or may not have 
completed the treatment, which might result in either mortality 
or morbidity. 

Similarly, Leave Against Medical Advice (LAMA) refers to a 
condition in which the patient insists on leaving the hospital 
against the medical advice. The LAMA patients usually leave 
the hospital without notifying the medical unit2. However, some 
practitioners do not consider an escape as a form of DAMA 
because one of the key elements of physician’s expressed 
advice against leaving is missing in this case3.

DAMA is considered a quality healthcare indicator1,4,5. It has 
a potentially negative implication on the performance of the 
healthcare system, including an increased rate of readmission, 
mortality, increased length of hospitalization and increased 
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Objective: To evaluate the rate and reasons for discharge against medical advice. 

Design: A Prospective Cross-Sectional Study.

Setting: King Hamad University Hospital, Bahrain.

Method: All patients discharged against medical advice (DAMA) from the Emergency Medicine 
Department (EMD) and in-patients from 1 August 2015 to 31 December 2015 were included in 
this study. A preformed questionnaire was given to the patient or the family members who signed 
DAMA form. The data were analyzed using SPSS version 19.0. 

Result: Two hundred and ninety-nine patients were DAMA; the reasons for DAMA for adults and 
children combined were: 86 (28.8%) feeling better, 61 (20.4%) children at home, 51 (17.1%) long 
waiting time, 45 (15%) do not agree with the procedure or operation advised, 29 (9.7%) external 
obligations, 16 (5.4%) wish to have other treatment or consultation, 6 (2%) financial reasons, 3 
(1%) dissatisfaction with medical or nursing care, 1 (0.3%) going on holiday and 1 (0.3%) the 
hospital does not allow husband to stay with his wife in the room. 

The rate of DAMA signed by patients is relatively high when EMD was considered. However, it 
was relatively low percentage when inpatient admission was taken into consideration.

Conclusion: Our study revealed several predictors, which could be used for healthcare 
improvement. 
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healthcare costs6-9. Resolving the causes leading to DAMA 
could lead to a significant decrease in its rate1,10,11. There is a 
great variation in the rate of DAMA from country to country, 
in the United States 1%, 4% in Saudi Arabia, 0.72% in Nigeria 
and Iran 10.3%5,12-16.

The reasons associated with DAMA were discontent with 
hospital facilities, high treatment costs, psychiatric problems, 
family or personal issues, no substantial development in 
medical illnesses, confidence in traditional medicine, extended 
stay in the hospital13,17-19. Patients who were from the urban 
area had high DAMA rates13,17-19. Other studies revealed that 
that the patient is feeling better, displeasure with treatment, 
boredom are reasons of DAMA7. Resolving the reasons for 
DAMA might decrease the costs20. 

DAMA patients represent a high-risk group with a probability 
of increased morbidity and mortality rates. 
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